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Catching a
shadow:
Mikhail
Baryshnikov
in ‘Brodsky/
Baryshnikov’
Stephanie Berger

Max McGuinness

Poetry does not readily lend itself to
physical representation. This “unpopu-
lar art”, as WH Auden put it, cannot be
“hung as a status-trophy by rising exec-
utives […] but stubbornly still insists
uponbeingreador ignored.”

That stubbornness permeates the
work of Auden’s Russian protégé Joseph
Brodsky. His poems are intensely intro-
spectiveand, thoughnotexactlycryptic,
seldom tell a recognisable story. Adapt-
ing them for the stage is like trying to
catchashadow.

In Brodsky/Baryshnikov, originally
performed last October in Riga,
director Alvis Hermanis and Mikhail
Baryshnikov resolve to let the poems
speak for themselves. For about 90
minutes, Baryshnikov moves in and
out of a crumbling late-Tsarist-era con-
servatory (of the kind still found in
St Petersburg) alternately reading and
reciting Brodsky’s poetry in Russian
(with English surtitles), or listening to
recordings of his work made by the poet
himself. From time to time, Barysh-
nikov performs a bit of expressionistic
choreography.

The result is less a work of theatre
than a quasi-religious homage to the
poet, who died in 1996 at the age of 55.
Andlikemostreligiousexperiences, this
one is largely ineffable. Baryshnikov
does seem to be going through a lot out
there. The problem is we don’t get to see
much of it. There is a sublime moment
when he chases, then mimics an imagi-
nary butterfly during a recitation of
Brodsky’s “The Butterfly”. But a satisfy-
ing synthesis between word and action
otherwisetendstobeelusive.

Towards the end of the piece, Barysh-
nikov starts painting the windows of
the conservatory with whitewash — a
ponderously literal way of illustrating
Brodsky’s simile “as though someone

had poured whitewash into milk”.
In the 1970s, Brodsky and Barysh-

nikov both went into exile in the US,
where they became close friends who
would go drinking and chat about girls
and books in Lower Manhattan. Some
reminiscences about those conversa-
tions might have added an extra dimen-
siontoBrodsky/Baryshnikov.

When read in Brodsky’s own rich
nasal voice, his poems do convey a sense
of hypnotic emptiness and melancholia
here. But, notwithstanding Barysh-
nikov’s inherent magnetism, this adap-
tation never invests that material with
realdramaticenergy.

To March 19, bacnyc.org

Baryshnikov attempts to set poetry in motion
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Brodsky/Baryshnikov
Baryshnikov Arts Center, New York
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Allan Ulrich

A fervent wish of outgoing San Fran-
cisco Opera general director David
Gockley became reality this month with
the opening of the Taube Atrium
Theater, one component of the com-
pany’s new Diane B. Wilsey Center for
Opera. The site provides a centre for
most of the opera’s ancillary activities.
But it also delivers the modest perform-
ance venue of Gockley’s dreams. The
space is intimate (299 seats), flexible
and acoustically blessed, thanks to the
electronic wizardry of Meyer Sound,
which has converted an intractable hall
intoavibrantsonicenvironment.

The opera company promises great
adventures in its new, experimental SF
Opera Lab. It was inaugurated last week
with the West Coast premiere of the

multimedia Winterreise that unites bari-
tone Matthias Goerne, pianist Markus
Hinterhäuser and South African artist
William Kentridge. An often thrilling if
sometimes baffling traversal of Schu-
bert’s final song cycle, it seduced eye
andear for80uninterruptedminutes.

The collaboration approaches an
ideal blend of sight and sound, in which
neither dominates. For his 24 films,

projected on textured surfaces, Ken-
tridge recycled his mostly monochrome
animations from past projects. The
films are not literal representations of
the imagery of Müller’s verse (though
the crow does reappear in silhouette),
but reinterpretations of the Schubert
settings. A steampunk contraption
accompanies “Die Post”, for example,
and images disintegrate and reform
throughout. The experience is as
immersiveasLiedereverget.

However, a formidable musician such
as Goerne provides a thrilling counter-
point to the visuals. The singer inter-
prets the verse in a manner imbued
both with hope and ruefulness,
although he has been technically more
commanding on earlier visits; too many
ofhisutterancesseemedblusteryrather
than dramatic. But Goerne remains
commanding and his wrenching traver-
sals of “Frühlingstraum” and “Letzte
Hoffnung” attested to his mastery. Hin-
terhäuser’s pianism yielded modest rev-
elations in itscarefullyetcheddetails.

sfopera.com
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Winterreise
Taube Atrium Theater, San Francisco
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Digital divide:
Ketil Hugaas
and Nils Harald
Sødal in
‘Elysium’. Below
right: Mel
Giedroyc and
Martins
Imhangbe in
‘Luce’
Erik Bert; Ollie King

David Cheal

Sometimes music does nothing more
complicated than make you feel good
about the world. Tonight was one of
those occasions. Perhaps the musicians
behind last year’s Junun — Israeli

MUSIC

Shye Ben Tzur, Jonny Greenwood
and The Rajasthan Express
Barbican, London
aaaae

composer Shye Ben Tzur, English com-
poser and Radiohead guitarist Jonny
Greenwood, and India’s Rajasthan
Express ensemble — had higher pur-
poses inmindwhen theygatheredat the
Mehrangarh Fort in Jodhpur to record
the album (there’s a Paul Thomas
Anderson documentary of the ses-
sions): at one point tonight Ben Tzur,
the project’s mastermind, talked
about dancing “to God, with God, for
God”. The result, though, for those
perhaps less spiritually inclined than
Ben Tzur and the Sufi-rooted Rajasthan
Express players, was uncomplicated
exuberance.

At the heart of it all was the percus-
sion: the exhilarating rhythms rattled
out by three drummers, seated and tur-
baned,usingsticksandhandsondholak
and nagara drums. Three brass players
added raucous blasts, trumpeter Aamir
Damami injecting squirty embellish-
ments that at times sounded more
South American than north Indian.
Meanwhile the “drone” came from a
harmonium and from the guitars of
frontman Ben Tzur, in a knee-length
Rajasthani tunic, and Greenwood,
standing discreetly at the back in
trousersandT-shirt.

Vocals, mostly in the form of circular,
repeated chants and refrains, came

from Ben Tzur, qawwali singer Zaki
Nizami and others in the ensemble.
Occasionally Greenwood switched to
bass to add sinew to the sound. A hand-
fulof tracks, suchas“Junun”,weregiven
an undercurrent of pulsing electronic
beats. But this was not really a cross-
cultural experiment: this music was
firmlyrooted innorthernIndia.

Less impressive was the amplifica-
tion: right fromthestart, itwas too loud,
with the volume whacked up to levels
more appropriate for a death-metal
band. It was wearying to the ears. Res-
pite came in the form of gentler pieces
such as “Kalandar”, with Ben Tzur on
flute: free-floating, undulating and mel-
lifluous. The album also features strings
and female singers, both absent here;
both would have added range and
texturetothesound.

But still, with the band in
full flow, drummers clattering,
brass parping, singers implor-
ing, this was music that
transported the listener, not
just to the state of Rajasthan
but to a state of mesmeric
bliss. Perhaps that’s what
Ben Tzur means by “dancing
withGod”.

junun.co.uk

Shirley Apthorp

In a world where technology has
enabled humanity to eradicate disease,
ageing and death, 40 unmodified
humans are kept in an island zoo.
Occasionally, they are required to
perform Beethoven’s Fidelio; this goes
horriblywrong.

This is the setting for Rolf Wallin’s
Elysium,asci-fioperagivenitsworldpre-
miere in Oslo on Saturday. Wallin’s
music has always explored the perme-
able border between man and technol-
ogy, and Mark Ravenhill’s libretto is the
perfect opportunity for the composer to
tackle transhumanism’s more murky
ethical conundrums while extending his
musical language.

Elysium succeeds not least because it
is a well-structured drama, and Wallin
has no qualms about bowing to
operatic convention when it helps. It
is abundantly clear that the Norwegian
National Opera has lavished love
and care on the production. David
Pountney’s elaborate staging is
visually impressive.

Ravenhill’s libretto tells the story of
two women: the Wife (Lina Johnson),
who yearns for escape and immortality,
andtheWoman(EliKristinHanssveen),
a transhuman who rips out her chip in a
bid to become human. The two briefly
become lovers, and the Woman puts in a
stint with the Wife’s brutal Husband
(Ketil Hugaas) and child (Aksel Johan-
nes Skramstad Rykkvin) before Coraig,
leaderof thetranshumans,arrivestoput
anendtoeverything.

The evening’s greatest success is Wal-
lin’s musical language. You hear both
humanity (arching, lyrical vocal lines)
and the encroaching digital world (won-
derfully visceral bodies of electronically
enhanced sound and arsenals of percus-
sion). Transhumans no longer need

words, since they can transfer data via
their implanted chips, so unless they
are communicating with humans, they
singinshortburstsofcoloratura.

Wallin’s orchestral and electronic
sound-world is emotional and engaging
without ever lapsing into kitsch, even
when he is quoting Beethoven. Very few
composers can manage musical nostal-
gia without a significant cringe factor,
but Wallin retains his own quirky lan-
guage throughout, both original and
highlycommunicative.

Theendingisambiguous.Coraigoffers
the remaining humans a choice between
“singularity” (a new, bodiless existence
in a utopic cyber-world) or annihilation.
All but the Husband accept, but are they
reallyuploaded,ormerelyexecuted?

Musically, the evening is first-rate,
with wonderful playing from the opera
orchestra under Baldur Brönnimann
and uniformly fine singing from the
principals. The boy soprano Rykkvin is
freakishly good, with a musical assur-
anceandrichnessof tonethatarealmost
superhuman.

Pountney’s staging is sometimes too
explicit. Leslie Travers has produced
illuminated body-stockings for the
transhumans that are at once dazzling
and remorselessly unflattering — a
little more abstraction would have
beenafinething.Butinall, theeveningis
atriumphforOslo.

To April 2, operaen.no

Triumphant night
at the human zoo
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Elysium
Oslo Opera House
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Ian Shuttleworth

There’s a sub-genre of plays, mostly
American, that serve as lacerating
indictments of the limits and inherent
weaknesses of liberalism. Bruce Norris’s
Clybourne Park is probably the most
famous recent example, and the
grandma of the pack is David Mamet’s
Oleanna. JCLee’sLuce isanothersuch.

The title character is a 17-year-old
African from an unspecified war zone
who was adopted 10 years earlier by a
whiteAmericancoupleandisnowposter
boy for pretty much every cause going in
his high school: in terms of his ethnicity,
troubled background, and sporting and
academicachievement,Luceisgold.

So when he begins to behave at
odds with everyone’s perfect expecta-
tions of him, their responses snowball
into growing tension and distrust. His
teacher cares more about his value as an
exemplar than as an individual, his
mother offers unconditional love even
when that means brushing aside valid
questions, and his father is the classic
conflictedliberal.

It’s potentially fertile ground, but it
becomes harder to accept Lee’s argu-
ments about (as director Simon Dor-
mandy puts it) “the bad bargains we
make with our children” when the child
in question is part-Machiavel, part-
Mephisto. Luce himself all but makes an
explicit link between his own name and
thatofLucifer.

Nevertheless, Dormandy’s production
keeps the necessary tight lid on such
matters. Martins Imhangbe is inscrut-

able as Luce, and comedian and TV
presenter Mel Giedroyc as his mother
Amy knows how to play the humour
butknowsalsothat it isaminorstrain

in her character. The staging is mini-
mal but for a reflective screen on

the back wall which confronts
the audience with their own
responses and has just a hint
of one-way mirror about it, as
if both the characters and we
ourselves are under observa-
tion by some unseen and
unknownparties.

To April 2
southwarkplayhouse.co.uk
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Luce
Southwark Playhouse, London
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Commanding: Matthias Goerne
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